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NEW BOSON REALIZATIONS OF QUANTUM GROUPS U q (A n ) 
C. BURDIK AND O. NAVRATIL 
ABSTRACT. We describe a construction of boson realizations of quantum groups. The 
realizations are expressed by means of r(n — r -f 1) o-deformed bosons pairs and 
generators of certain subalgebra of Uq(An). 
1. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
We will study quantum algebras Uq(C), which were defined by [1,2]. Concretely 
we will use the realization of these algebras which were given by [3]. 
Let q is independent variable, A = C[g, q~~l] and C(q) is its division ring. For 
qdn _ q-dn 
n eZ and d e N w e denote [n]d = —j- - j - e A and [n]d\ = [n]d • [n - l]d •... • [l]d 
and ш 
[n - i\d\ L/V * 
If d = 1 we omit index d. 
2(a- a) 
Let £ is a simple Lie algebra with Cart an matrix (a^) = —— 3 , i, j = 1 , . . . , k 
(auai) 
and di are co-prime integers such that didij is symmetric matrix. Let C(g)-algebra 
Uq(C) is generated by Eu Fi, Ki and Kf
l, where i = 1,2, ...,& which fulfil the 
relations 
KiKj = KjKi, KiKi = Ki Ki = 1, 
KiEiK? = q?'Ei , KiFjKr1 = q~a-Fj , 
J(. — /£"""* 




 s UІ 
El-aii-EjEt = 0, i*j, 
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F i - - ^ - F j J - . = 0> i # i > 
where qi = qdi. 
The associative algebra Uq(C) with comultiplication A, antipode S and counit e, 
which are given by 
AEi = Ei®l + Ki®Ei, AFi = F< <g> tfr1 + 1 ® F<, A i ^ = Ki®Ki\ 
S(Ei) = - i ^ F ; , S(Fi) = - F ^ , S(#<) = K7l; 
c(-5i) = 0, c(F0 = 0, £(#*) = 1, 
forms Hopf algebra. This Hopf algebra is denoted as quantum group. Because we 
understand representation of quantum group homomorphism Uq(C) to EndF, we 
don't interest in these last three operations. 
The elements Ei and F* correspond to the system of positive and negative simple 
roots of the Lie algebra C. In the paper [4] it is shown how is possible to build up 
representations of the quantum group Uq(C) by means of Verma modules. But in 
the case of Lie algebras we can generalize this construction such, that we obtain less 
boson pairs and the representation of any auxiliary subalgebra of C [5]. 
We remind this construction shortly. Let £ is a simple Lie algebra and n + = 
( a i , . . . , ak) system of positive simple roots. In this case it is possible to write any 
root a in the form 
k 
a = Yl riiai, 
«=i 
where all n» are positive or negative integers. Let n r = n \ {a r} and <£+ is a root 
system which corresponds to n r . 
Let Cr is the Lie subalgebra of C generated by the Cartan subalgebra of C and 
by the elements Ea and F a , where a 6 $ r +. This subalgebra is reductive. 
Let the elements Ep are associated with the roots /? ^ $.j\ These elements 
generate the nilpotent subalgebra N+ and similarly the elements Fp generate algebra 
JV-. By this way we obtain a decomposition of the Lie algebra C to the direct sum 
of vector spaces 
£ = Jv+e£reJv_. 
It is possible to write the universal enveloping algebra U(£) as U(£) = U(N+) • 
U(Cr) • U(N_). 
If (p is representation of the Lie algebra £ r on a vector-space V, for which 
( k \ 
<p(Z) = (f I VjaiHj J = A = const. 
k 
where Z = Y^aiHi is non vanish central element of the Lie algebra £ r . Since 
i= l 
ar ^ 0, it is possible to express <p(Hr) by means of (p(Hi), i ^ r, and A. Therefore 
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the representation <p is given by representations (pi and <D2 of the Lie algebras C\ and 
£2, which have root systems Hi = {a i , . . . , a r_i} and n 2 = {a r +i , . . . , ak}. The 
representation <D is possible to extend on the algebra Cr ©JVL, if we put ip(Fp)v = 0 
for all v G V. 
The subspace W C U(C) ® V generated by relations 
xz® v - x® <p(z)v , where re € U(C), z EU(Cr)/u(j\f-) and t /GF 
is invariant for left regular representation. Therefore it is possible to obtain the 
factor-representation C on the vector-space ((C) ® V)/W. The representation is 
called induce representation [6]. 
If we chose basis in U(JV+) suitably, we are able to rewrite this representation by 
means of p = dim(JV"_}.) bosons operators and representation <D of the auxiliary Lie 
algebra Cr. By this way we obtain a realization of Lie algebra C. 
The above mentioned procedure is possible to apply only with small changes to 
the quantum group. The first change is that in this case we are not able to express 
element Kr through central element of Uq(Cr) and elements Ki, i ^ r. Therefore we 
have to consider representation ip of the whole auxiliary quantum subalgebra Uq(Cr). 
Since our aim is to construct whole set of realizations, where we use as <p realization 
of similar quantum group with less dimension, it is suitable to extent our quantum 
group by element Ko. This element corresponds in fact imbedding of our quantum 
group to the quantum group the same type but with rank k - f1 . 
The other difference appears, when we construct the induced representations. We 
don't obtain usual boson representation of Weyl algebra, but representation of its 
(/-deformed version, Hayashi algebra H [4]. The algebra H is associative algebra over 
field C(q) which is generate by elements a+, a~ = a, qx and q~x. These operators 
satisfy the relations 
aa+ — q~la+a = qx aa+ — qa+a = q~x 
qxa+q~x = qa+ <fm~x = Q~la> 
qxq~x = q~~xqx = 1. 
This algebra has faithful representation on the space {\n), n = 0,1,2, . . .} 
qx \n) = qn \n) , 
a+\n) = | n + l ) , 
a" \n) = [n] \n — 1) . 
Exactly these representations appear in induced representations. 
For these reasons we use the following 
Definition. Let Uq(C) be a quantum group and Uq(Co) its subalgebra. A realization 
of the quantum group Uq(C) is homomorphism 
P:Uq(C)—>H
n®Uq(C0), 
where Hn is n-fold tensor product of the Hayashi algebras. 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE REALIZATIONS Uq(An) 
In papers [7-10] we constructed the realizations of the quantum group for all four 
infinite series of the classical simple Lie algebras. This realizations correspond to 
the choice r = 1 in our general construction from Section 1. Here we will deal with 
this construction for the quantum group Ug(An) in the case a general r. These 
realizations correspond to the most simple representations of degenerate series of 
Lie algebras. The construction of induced representations in this case is much more 
difficult due to bigger dimension of the factor-space. 
In this paper we give our results without proofs only. The proofs we have obtained 
by slightly modified proofs, which are in [7]. 
Cart an matrix of the quantum group Uq(An) is 
м 
/ 2 - 1 0 
- 1 2 - 1 
0 - 1 2 
\ 
V, 
2 - 1 
- 1 2 / 
Therefore we have di = 1 and q* = q for alii = 1,..., n. 
Let 1 < r < n and Uq(Cr) is the auxiliary algebra generated by elements Ej, Fj, 
Kj, Kjl, j T»- r, and Kr, K~
l. Let representation <p of this algebra has the property 
(p(Z)v = qxv, where Z is central element of the algebra £ r 
z=к^к^-
l-...-кn_1-кn. 
We will denote 
X8,s+i = Es s = 1, 2, . . . , n 
X9it+1 = EtXSyt ~ q-
lXa,tEt, l<s<t<n. 
For the construction of the induced representation we will need relations between 
this elements, which are given by the following Lemmas 
Lemma 1. The following commutation relations hold in quantum group Uq(An) 
EsXttT = XttTEs s + Kt<r 
EsXs+ltt = qXs+lttEs - qXStt s + 1 < t 
EsXStt = q-
1XSttEs s + Kt 
E„Xttr = XttrE„ t<r<s 
EsXttS = q-
lXttSEs + XttS+1 t < s 
EsXttS+1 = qXttS+1Es t < s 
EsXttr = XttTEs t<s<r-\ 
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Lemma 2. The elements Xr^s and XtjU of the quantum group U\(An) fulfil the 
following relations: 
Xr^sXtyU = Xt}UXr}S for r < s <t < u, 
Xr,sXs,u = QXSjUXr^s - qXT%u for r < s < u 
Xr,sXtiS — q~
lXt^XriS for r <t < s 
Xr,sXt,u = Xt,uXr}S for r <t <u< s 
Xr,SXr,u = <7~ XriUXriS for V < S <U 
Xr,sXtyU - XtjUXriS = (q - q~
l)XtiSXrtU for t <r <u< s 
Lemma 3. Non trivial commutation relations between elements Ks and Xt}U are 
KsXtyS ~ q~~ XttSKs t < s 
-^8^,3+1 = qXtiS+iKs t < s 
KsXSit = qXS}tKs t>s + l 
KsXs+ij = q~ Xs+ijKs t > s + 1 
KsXSiS+i = q XSiS+iKs 
Lemma 4. The following relations hold in the quantum group Uq(An) 
FsXtiU = XtiUFs for s <* , 
Ks-K ^s FsXs s + 1 — Xs s+iFs -—7-
q-q l 
FsXs,t = XBttFB - K9XB+ltt for s + K t , 
FsXtyU = Xt%uFa fort<s,u^s + l, 
FsXtiS+i = -YM+iFs + XtiSK;
1 fort<s. 
It is very easy to prove by means of induction from this Lemmas following relations 
for general powers 




k;lt s + Kt 
EsX*s = q-
kXlsEa + [k]X^Ea t < s 
F*Xka,t = X$tF. - q





F Yk - yfc j? W yfc-1 (nk-lj? -fc+iif-lN 
^Ma.s+i = XSS^F8 - ^ ^ [q Ks-q Ks ) 
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XttaXUi8 = q XusXtyS U <t 
Xs,tXsu = q X8UXsj u <t 
Xr,sX
k








are valid for k = 1,2, 
According to PB W theorem the basis of the factor-space JV+ is formed by elements 
I V xr-Cl.r+1 y S i , n + i xr^2,r+l y - ^ . n + l xr^r ,r+l y^*".™*
1 
|X; — A 1 ) f + 1 '
 A i ; n + 1 * ^ 2 , r + l ' • • • y L 2 , n + l ' ' * • ' ^ r , r + l * * ' * ' ^ r , n + l > 
where xsj = 0,1,2, Moreover we denote special elements for which are xUik = 0 
for u < 5 and it > t as |a:s,..., xt) 
Let v? is a representation of the auxiliary quantum group Cr which is generated 
by elements Ej, Fj} Kj, KJ
1, j ^ r, Kr and K~
l on a vector space V. If we put 
<p(Fr)v = 0 for all v E V, we can extend this representation to the quantum group 
Uq(Cr) - Uq(JVL). It is not difficult to derive from the previous Lemmas 
Theorem 1. For the factor-representation on the vector space, which is generated 
by the elements \x) 0 v the relations 
for s < r 
n+l 
E3\x)®v = - Y, 9
JC '+,( '+1)-X '+,( ')[^+i.«]l-' + l.,t-l.+i..)®-w+ 
t=r+l 
+ ^ W + i ) - * ^ - ) ® rfEjy 
Ks \x) ® v =qKX(»)-KX('+i) \x) ® <£>(#> 
F.|x>®t; = - J ] 9Xr+,W-X '"+l( '+1)-2[^]k-l..t + lm,«>®vW«+ 
t=r+l 
+ \x) ® ^(F,)v 
/or g > r 
£ s |x) ® t, = j^gX}-
l(.+D-^-lC) [Xt,s] |x - l t i , + l t iS+1) ® U + 
t = l 
+ g^r(-+
1)-^,r(-)|x)®¥,(JE?,)t; 
K, |X) ® V =g*r(-)-*i>+1) |x) ® ^ ( l O v 
r 
FS |x) ® V = x y r + . w-*r+. U+
1) [Xf.+1] |X + it>s _ i t s + 1) ® ¥,(#,--)„+ 
t=\ 
+ |x) ® v(Fs)v 
for s = r 
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Er \x) ® v =qXi-
l(r+i) |_ + __ _+.j 8 v 
Kr \x) ® v =qX
rAr+V+xXl
1(r) |_) <_) ^/CV)!; 
Fr |x) ® t, = - fe-±__ |_ - lr,r+1) ® (.*"+
+! W- V(J_P) - , - " « M^ff-
1)) «-
n+1 
- £ ^ ^ l ^ l l ^ - l r . ^ H ^ l ^ r ) ^ 
t=r+2 
+ g^x^fr+i)-..^. w-x^. (r)+i [xtr+i] ,_if... )Xt _ l tr+i) x 
t = l 
x Ktjr |_c t + 1 , . . . , xr) ® ̂ (K""
1) _>, 
e t 
is wuM. For abbreviation we use K*(u) = /_J-E_.,k /or u < r and Xls(u) = V^Xfc)U 
for u> r respectively. 
Remark, The relation for F r \x) ® v in the Theorem 1 is not the representation of 
this element on our vector space. We need commute element Xrj to the end and 
arrange the outcome of the commutation. The resulting formula is very complicated. 
It contain all possible terms of the form 
£ - l_,r+i + Z^{hk,uk ~ hk+l,uk) ) XUa+ur , 
k~i I 
where t\ = _, tk < */-+i, and we put Kr?r = 1. In the case r = 1 these terms vanished 
and therefore we can be able to find induced representation [7]. 
Therefore we give this representation for special r only. 
When r = n the element Fn has representation 
Fn |_) ® v = - fe=±J. q-X?-H^) |X _ i n „ + l ) 9 
(gJf."<»+i>-V(_:n) - q-x"^
1^1^-1)) v+ 






When r = 2 the element F2 has representation 
J_ | Í ) ® v = - - f e ^ - g"*1-3 \x - 12>3)® 
® (g-.3+^
+1(2)-lv,(__2) _ g -^ .3-^
+ 1 (2)+V( i_- l ) ) „+ 
+ í-*i
,+1<->--..+- [_.,3] |x - 11)3) ® .-(_._._*_->-
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n + 1 
q-q-
n+l 
ГП + lf 
- £ ^,"+I(-)-- [_-|t] |_ _ l2t) V(^3it)|._)t,-
_=4 
n+l 
_ ^ g - ^ ( l ) - X r + V ( 2 ) - _ 2 , 3 + l [ x i | 3 ] h t ] x 
£=4 
x |_r - 11|3 + 1 M - l2|t> ® (p(K2
l)v 
When r = 3 the element F3 has representation 
f3 \x) ® w _ _ J f ^ L g-*_(4) |X _ l3>4> a 
( ^ . W + ^ + ' O ) - ! ^ ) _ _-X?(4)-X»+1(3) + l ¥ , ^ - l ) ^ v _ 
- J_ gx" 1<3)-2 [x3,t] |x - l3,t> ® <p(X4ttK3)v+ 
t=5 
+ g-^
+1(D-^I(4) + l [XIA] |X _ 1 M ) 0 ^ I l A l ) l J + 
+ g---..-^"+l(-)--..« + l [x2i4] |X - 12,4> ® p(X2i3K^)v-
- (9 - 9-1) f ^ C K A ' P l ^ W + i [xi,4] [x2,t] x 
t=5 
x |x - li,4 + 1 M - l2,e> ® y(X2,3K3
l)v-
- ] _ _ ^ ^ ( ^ - ' - . ' - ^ Y O J - X K ^ + I f _ M ] ^ x 
t=5 




+i,(3)-*3.«+i [x2>4] [x3,t] x 
t=5 
X \x - l2j4 + l2,t - l3,t) ® ^ ( ^
X ) ^ + 
n+lt-1 
+(9 - T 1 ) x ; E«" x ; ( 1 ) _ x : + i ( a )" x r + , 1 ( 3 ) 'X i ' ( 4 ) + 1 w [-*..] h, t] x 
_=6 »=5 
x \x - l i | 4 + 1 M - 12,_ + l2,t - l3,t) ® <p{K3
1)v 
We obtain the realizations of Uq(An) from these representations by the standard 
way. The realizations are given by the following 
Theorem 2. Let r = 2, 3 or n. Let Uq(Cr) is the quantum subalgebra Uq(An) 
generated by elements Ej, Fj, Ki and Kfl, where i, j -= 1, 2, . . . , n, j ^ r. _7ien 
,/ie mapping p : U^An) -+ %r("-r+i) ® Uq(Cr) given by formulae 
for s <r 
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n + l 
p(E.) = - £ g^ + 1 <
s + 1 )-^ + ><
8 ) +Ч + i , ta
+ , t -g
x " + 1 ( s + 1 ) - x " +
+ 1 ( s ) £; s 
t = r + l 
p(K.)=qxЖW-XЖMK. 
P(FS) = - " f ^ + 1 < ^ г + 1 ( S + i ) a s t a + + i ) t i í s + F s 
ť = г + l 
for S > Г 
r 
rt-lf 
p(Es) = £ q
x> (°+»-xr <s)aMa+8+1 + ̂ f(.+i)-xr (.)^ 
t = l 
P(KS) ̂ iw-^rc+i)^ 
P ^ ^ E ^ - ^ - ^ ' ^ V ^ + i a ^ r ^ ^ 
t = i 
for g — r 
P(Er) = ^ r
1 ( r + D a + r + i 
P(jfP)--(z
Jfr<p+1>+Jc^1<'-+1>jcP 
and p(Fr) is for r — n 
p{Fn) = -(q- g - - j - y * r w . (g*r(»+i)jf|l _ ,-^(n+i)K-i) a n n + 1 + n - 1 
Г*t 
+ ^ ű - X f ( n + l ) - X Г ( n + l ) a f e n + i X қ n i f - l 
fc=l 
/ o r r — 2 
p(F2) = - (0 - 9 - -y- i . - (g-i.»+^"
+1<-)/Г2 - a-^.-
xзn + 1(2) J Í-i) ű 2 з + 
+ g - ^ ' W - - . - в l l S - £ g
X"+ 1 ( 2 )a2, řK2Xз, t-
ť=4 
n + 1 
Гt{Л\— үn + 1 
y^ 0 -^( i)-x r -( 2 ) -x 2 , 3 +i a i 3 a 2 t a + t K - i 
t = 4 
and for r = 3 
P(F3) = - (g - g "
1 ) ^ " **< 4 ) ( q ^ < 4 ) + ^ + 1 ( 3 ) K 3 - j - x í í O - X í ^ t ^ - i j ^ 
П + l 
,n + l . -J^qX? (3)a3,ťKзX4)t+ 
t = 5 
+ g- x?+ 1 ( 1 )- x 3 ( 4 ) a i,4X1,3K3-
1 + q-2^-x^2)-^a2AX2,3K^-
П + l 
- (g - g"1) E ^ x U l ) ~ X Г + + l Ч 2 ) " X 2 3 ( 4 ) + l a i . ^ . ' a t í ^ ^ з -
1 -
t = 5 
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n + 1 
£y*i(i)-«-.--*.зд 
t=Ь 
- E ^ ~ 2 X l ' 4 " X 4 ( 2 ) " X , П + Y ( 3 ) " г 3 ' 4 + l a 2 , 4 « з , t a 2 + t J 3 -
1 + 
t = 5 
+ (î - T1) f f f ^ ^ í ^ ^ X H з i - ^ W + ^ ^ ^ з ^ ^ - i 
t = 6 5=5 
is realization of quantum group Uq(An). 
Partial support from the grant 202/96/0218 of Czech Grant Agency is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
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S O M E R E M A R K S O N T H E P L U C K E R RELATIONS 
MICHAEL G. EASTWOOD AND PETER W. MICHOR 
1. T H E P L U C K E R RELATIONS 
Let V denote a finite-dimensional vector space. An s-vector P G ASV is called decom-
posable or simple if it can be written in the form 
P = u A v A • • • A w for u, v, . . . , w G V. 
We shall use in the following both Penrose's abstract index notation and exterior 
calculus with the conventions of [3]. 
Theorem 1. Let P G ASV be an s-vector. Then P is decomposable if and only if one 
of the following conditions holds: 
1. i{9)P A P = 0 for all® G As'lV*. In index notation I\abc-dPe]f9-h = 0. 
2. i{ip^f)P = 0 for all $ G A5 + 1V*. 
3. iaiA-/\aa.kP is decomposable for all a, G V*, for any fixed k > 2. 
4. i(*)P A P = 0 for all * G AS~2V* In index notation P[abc-dPef]9-h = 0. 
5. i{iPV)P = 0 for all tf G A
S + 2V*. 
Proof. (1) These are the well known classical Plucker relations. For completeness' 
sake we include a proof. Let P E AnV and consider the induced linear mapping 
j|p : As~lV* —> V. Its image, W, is contained in each linear subspace U of V with 
P G A5U. Thus W is the minimal subspace with this property. P is decomposable if 
and only if dim W = 5, and this is the case if and only if w A P -= 0 for each iv G VV. 
But i$P for 0 G A S _ 1 F * is the typical element in W. 
(2) This well known variant of the Plucker relations follows by duality (see [4]): 
(P A i($)P, *> = (i($)P, iPV) = (P. $ A ip$) = 
= ( - l ) ^ - 1 ) ( P , i P * A * ) = ( - ^ ^ ^ ( i J i p ^ P , * ) . 
MGE was supported as a Senior Research Fellow of the Australian Research Council. PWM was 
supported by 'Fonds zur Forderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung, Projekt P 10037 PHY'. The 
authors would also like to thank the organizers of the Nineteenth Winter School on Geometry and 
Physics held in Srni, the Czech Republic, in January 1999, where discussions concerning this article 
were initiated. 
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(3) This is due to [6]. There it is proved using exterior algebra. Apparently, this result 
is included in formula (4), page 116 of [7]. 
(4) Another proof using representation theory will be given below. Here we prove it 
by induction on s. Let 5 = 3. Suppose that iaP A P = 0 for all a € V*. Then 
for all (5 € V* we have 0 = ip(iaP A P) = iafKpP A P + iaP A ipP. Interchange a 
and P in the last expression and add it to the original, then we get 0 = 2iaP A ipP 
and in turn ia^P A P = 0 for all a and /?, which are the original Pliicker relations, 
so P is decomposable. Now the induction step. Suppose that P € ASV and that 
iai/\-*aM-2P A P — 0 for all t*j E V*. Then we have 
0 = lQl (tQlA-AQ3_2-^ A F) = 2aiA-Aa,_2^ A 2ai -*
 = *Q2A-AQJ_2 (̂ cn F) A (^aiPJ 
for all Oij, so that by induction we may conclude that iaiP is decomposable for all au 
and then by (3) P is decomposable. 
(5) Again this follows by duality. D 
Let us note that the following result (Lemma 1 in [2]), a version of the 'three plane 
lemma' also implies (3): 
Let {Pi : i £ I} be a family of decomposable non-zero k-vectors in V such that each 
Pi 4- Pj is again decomposable. Then 
(a) either the linear span W of the linear subspaces W(Pi) = ImOJpJ is at most 
(k -f- l)-dimensional 
(b) or the intersection f]ieI W(Pi) is at least (k — l)-dimensional. 
Finally note that (1) and (4) are both invariant under GL(F). In the next section we 
shall decompose (1) into its irreducible components in this representation. 
If dim V is high enough in comparison with s, then (4) seemingly comprises less equa-
tions. 
2. REPRESENTATION THEORY 
In order efficiently to analyse (1) and (4) it is necessary to take a small excursion 
through representation theory. An extensive discussion of Young tableau may be 
found in [1]. Here we shall just need 
f 
Y8,t = S * 
regarded as irreducible representations of GL(V). Then, as special cases of the Littlewood 
Richardson rules, we have 
AsV ® ASV = y*'s e y**1'*-1 e y*+2>s-2 © Y*+Z>S-Z © • • • e Y2S>° 
AS + 1 ® A 5 " 1 V = yH -M -1 e ys+2,5-2 0 y5+3,5-3 Q...Q y2s,0 
A s + 2 ® AS~~2V = ya+2,5-2 e y5+3,*~3 0 . . . 9 y2s,0 
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and from the first two of these (1) says that P® P e Ys>s. In fact, 
(**) A 5V0A 5V = Ys>9 0 YS+2>*-2 © 
A ' V A A S V = ys+U-i 0 y5+3,5-3 0 . . . 
so we can also see the equivalence of (1) and (4) without any calculation. Having 
decomposed As V©AS V into irreducibles, it behoves one to investigate the consequences 
of having each irreducible component of P ® P vanish separately. The first of these 
gives us another improvement on the classical Plucker relations: 
Theorem 2. An s-form P is simple if and only if the component of P®P in Ys+2>s~2 
vanishes. 
Proof. The representation Ys+2>s~2 may be realised as those tensors 
T 
•La\b\a2b2...aa-2ba-2cdef 
which are symmetric in the pairs ajbj for j — 1,2,... s — 2, skew in ede/, and have 
the property that symmetrising over any three indices gives zero. The corresponding 
Young projection of 
*a\a2...as-2cd*b\b2..b9-2ef 
is obtained by skewing over cdef and symmetrising over each of the pairs ajbj for 
j = 1,2,... ,5 — 2. Its vanishing, therefore, is equivalent to the vanishing of 
QlcdQef] where Qcd = a
a i/T2 - • • ja>-2Paia2...as-2Cd 
for all cYa, /Ja,... , 7° G V*. According to (4), this means that Qcd is simple. Therefore, 
the theorem is equivalent to criterion (3) of Theorem 1. • 
Notice that this generally cuts down further the number of equations needed to char­
acterise the simple s-vectors. The simplest instance of this is for 4-forms: P is simple 
if and only if 
P[abcdPef]gh = P[abcdPefgh]-
Written in this way, it is slightly surprising that one can deduce the vanishing of each 
side of this equation separately. Theorem 2 is optimal in the sense that the vanishing 
of any other component or components in the irreducible decomposition (*•) of P®P 
is either insufficient to force simplicity or causes P to vanish. In the case of four-forms, 
for example, 
P[abcdPefgh] = 0 
if P = v A Q for some vector v and three-form Q. On the other hand, if the F 4 , 4 
component of P ® P vanishes, then arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2 shows that 
P = 0. 
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